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Abstract

The purpose of this writing is to facilitate dis-
cussion on possible future directions for typol-
ogy for polyglot/multilingual NLP. Although
there is a shared objective between linguis-
tics and polyglot NLP of accounting for all
languages (or as many as possible) using one
framework, there are many differences that we
need to take into consideration. We identify
some of these differences and their underlying
reasons, and provide some suggestions as to
how we can build a computationally relevant
typology that could be useful for both the sci-
ence and engineering of language.

1 Introduction

Computational Linguistics (CL) is a discipline that
has both a scientific and an engineering side. The
engineering side of CL is often referred to as natu-
ral language processing (NLP) and is “largely con-
cerned with building computational tools that do
useful things with language, e.g., machine trans-
lation, summarisation, question-answering, etc.”
(Johnson, 2011). CL emerged as “the scientific
study of language from a computational perspec-
tive”1 about half a century ago. In its earlier
decades, it employed heuristics that were mo-
tivated by the science of language (Linguistics
(Lx)), but as the mainstream syntactic theories
in Lx became more obscure, the field leaned to-
wards more empirical methods which also hap-
pened to have been successful in modeling NLP
data – hence we witnessed in NLP the “statistical
turn” in the 1990s, much machine learning (ML)
from the 2000s2, and the “Deep Learning (DL)

1from the website of the Association of Computational
Linguistics https://www.aclweb.org/portal/, on
which CL is even defined as a science (though unclear if it is
to be differentiated from “engineeering”)

2“dates” here rounded up to the nearest decade – surely
ML existed before then but it is its application in NLP tasks

tsunami” in the 2010s (Manning, 2015). Yet, de-
spite how methods in the science and engineer-
ing of language may have diverged, the objective
of Lx, esp. of generative Lx, still has much in
common with polyglot/multilingual NLP in that
they both aim to treat crosslinguistic common-
alities and differences within a universal frame-
work (cf. e.g. Prince and Smolensky (2008) and
Tsvetkov et al. (2016)). But since the history of
NLP has witnessed linguistic methods underper-
forming less linguistically motivated methods, we
will identify some differences in practices and val-
ues below in hopes of enabling better understand-
ing and progress in our interdisciplinary field.

2 Clarification on Some Differences

2.1 Disparity between humans and machines
– in representation and evaluation

Although there is a wide variety of what Lx has
to offer, it is primarily the science of language
from a perspective that is interpretable by humans.
NLP algorithms can certainly, as they have, op-
erate on units that are human-interpretable (e.g.
tokens on word-level), but they do not have to.
Processing on the level of sub-characters (for lo-
gographic languages), characters, bytes, or byte
pairs has also shown to be effective. But sub-
word units other than morphemes (smallest mean-
ingful units) and phonemes (units of distinctive
sound) are not always human-interpretable. Hu-
mans tend to seek meaning when evaluating and
are very often biased by the categories that are
prevalent in their native languages (and/or lan-

that is of relevance here. Such dating is supported by the
quote “[t]he phenomenal success of machine learning in engi-
neering natural language applications has led to a curious sit-
uation: Natural language processing practitioners who were
trained in the last 15 to 20 years may have established a quite
successful career in this area with only a haphazard knowl-
edge of the science of natural languages” from Dyer (2015).



guages with which they are familiar). Not only is
there a gap on what humans can or cannot eval-
uate, their linguistic misjudgments, however in-
sightful they may be from a psycholinguistic point
of view, can be counter-productive to the evalua-
tion of computational processes in NLP unless our
goal is to model their psycholinguistic process.

With DL, not only is it easier to model on levels
with finer granularity, but also in more of a mas-
sively language-agnostic, joint fashion, but if we
keep insisting on evaluating on classes and terms
that are interpretable to humans only, we could
miss out on pitfalls that are exclusively computa-
tional. For example, if Chinese can be modeled
successfully like English using ASCII characters
via Pinyin but unsuccessfully using its logographic
character set, that says nothing about their phylo-
genetic/geographical/typological3 relation. Only
when we include notions/concepts like “encoding”
or “representation level” in a computationally rel-
evant typology, would we have a means to address
this dimension properly.

2.2 Phonemes vs. orthography

Orthography has been under-represented in the
tradition of Lx and linguistic typology (Sproat,
2016). One rationale of this practice has to do with
the study of language as a universal phenomenon
being the primary focus of Lx. Since language
is also present in communities and situations in
which there are no writing systems, orthography
was considered as an arbitrary artifact that would
be less telling when it comes to the study of lin-
guistic nature. On the other hand, the default pro-
cessing format for NLP has been based on or-
thography. This format for automatic processing
– which stemmed from the mere reason of conve-
nience in the field’s pioneer days – has nonetheless
provided us with a better means to study text mes-
sages, emojis, Braille, poems by E. E. Cummings,
and subtitles with sign languages. The advan-
tages of a phonemic representation are that it could
be informative in cognate identification (as it fil-
ters out many orthographic idiosyncracies) and it
can also serve as a common alphabet represent-
ing many languages with one encoder/decoder in
DL (assuming such data is available and the tran-
scriptions complete – also for languages with tra-
ditionally less studied phonological phenomena).

3classes generally considered in typology in NLP (e.g. in
Littell et al. (2017))

The advantages of orthography are: (i) data are
more readily available, (ii) it enables us to deci-
pher graphic and non-vocal elements (including
spaces as silence) easily, (iii) it is a medium by
which compositionality in ways that are analogous
to morphemic analyses or hypernym-hyponym re-
lationship mining for “isolating”4 logographic lan-
guages such as Chinese can be studied, and (iv)
it is more accessible to those who are deaf. On
the downside, for languages that do have a large
character-level vocabulary (that surfaces in the
data), the softmax bottleneck (Yang et al., 2017)
could impact performance adversely.

2.3 Data and approaches

Traditionally, linguists are concerned with distinc-
tive, qualitative features to describe, characterize,
and formalize language(s). This gives rise to their
preference for data that help them discern linguis-
tic phenomena. Hence the data they collect can
be thematic in nature or tend to have high concen-
tration of distinctive, yet often rare, phenomena of
interest to themselves as specialists. This is the
manner in which data were collected for the typo-
logical database WALS (Dryer and Haspelmath,
2013). Foundational assumptions as well as avail-
ability of experts affected the distribution of ma-
terial, which is also gauged to exhibit balance in
the collection of languages over language fami-
lies and geographical areas (Malaviya et al., 2017).
Therefore, researchers using the database for data-
driven research need to be mindful of this.

Corpus Lx can be corpus-based or corpus-
driven (Tognini-Bonelli, 2001). The former
method strives to use data to corroborate or re-
fute linguistic theories or hypotheses, whereas the
latter uses data as the sole empirical basis which
determines the analysis without prior assumptions
and expectations. In order to identify limits and
blind spots of any theoretical framework, or to dis-
cover unprecedented insights into linguistic pat-
terns, data-driven methods are necessary. Cor-
pus linguists, who are often the ones who curate
datasets in NLP, need to be aware of any poten-
tial conflict of interest. For most applications in
NLP, data should cover more breadth, for linguis-
tic studies, more depth. This may entail collecting
two different sets of data.

4Chinese is considered to have a low morpheme to word
ratio – that is a claim that is based on an English-centric con-
cept of “word” as a conceptual unit and on a practice that
marginalizes orthography.



3 Constructive Suggestions

We believe the development of a typological sci-
ence that is computationally relevant and be-
yond the phylogenetic, geographic, and lin-
guistic dimensions would be helpful for poly-
glot/multilingual NLP. The advancement of neu-
ral methods has helped establish relative unifor-
mity on the algorithm front that we can be af-
forded the opportunity to focus on data and its
representation in a manner that was not possi-
ble before when there was more variety in both
algorithms and data. We hypothesize that there
is systematicity in the way language data can
be classified and that there is a way to justify
successful performance crosslinguistically. Our
field lacks a comprehensive and systematic knowl-
edge base of what kind of algorithms (archi-
tectures/optimizers/training regimes) works well
with what languages in what tasks and sizes.

Lin et al. (2019) incorporates “data-dependent
features” (dataset size, type-token ration (TTR),
word overlap and subword overlap) and “dataset-
independent features” (geographic, genetic, inven-
tory, syntactic, phonological, and featural distance
– for information that is external of the dataset
at hand) to determine the success of crosslingual
transfer. Hence, we can think of:

1. creating and maintaining a comprehensive
knowledge system involving experimental
results of the world’s languages/variants,
documenting results of ablation studies with
values for each feature as noted above and,
in addition: data representation (e.g. on
the level of byte, character, phoneme, BPE,
word, phrase, or sentence, and if byte, its en-
coding format), data genre, data source, and
other hyperparameters such as architecture
type and size, number of parameters, training
time, maximum sequence length, and batch
size. Instead of testing for tasks on a one-
off basis, we would perform consistent abla-
tion studies on each dataset and subportions
thereof with each of these features. Ideally,
the datasets would be parallel corpora to en-
sure fair comparison.

2. studying how all the features in (1) are cor-
related, and how linguistic variants can be
grouped;

3. academic “crowdsourcing”: hosting a non-
competitive shared tasks to populate this

database as ablation studies at this scale
would require an enormous amount of com-
putational resources and time. Teams will
have identical specifications for data, data
handling, algorithm, and hyperparameter val-
ues and will cooperate in compiling this mas-
sive database.

4 Conclusion

We have identified some aspects that have thus far
been neglected in the traditional typological stud-
ies of language. We believe that creating a com-
putationally relevant and comprehensive typologi-
cal science for polyglot/multilingual NLP that in-
cludes features of data, size, algorithms, and tasks
would be more useful for language engineers and
insightful for language scientists.
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